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Abstract
Pulp screening is an essential process in the manufacture of high-quality paper and board
products. Screen performance is determined by the screen rotor and cylinder. Both
components have been the subject of technical innovation that has led to: reduced power
consumption, cleaner accept pulp, increased capacity, and reduced fibre loss. In the case of
the rotor, small-scale turbulence and three-dimensional flow structures have been
determined to be of at least equal significance to the backflushing effect of the rotor
elements. A comprehensive model of the rotor action has been developed to embrace both
pulsation and non-pulsation effects. Two novel rotor designs that follow from this model are
discussed in the context of mill trials. One is based on a solid-core rotor that has waveform
features on the leading edge of the each rotor element. With these features, the rotor is able
to achieve higher capacities, or to operate at lower speeds to save energy, or to operate with
smaller slots for increased accept cleanliness. The second rotor is a foil-type design that has
a thicker foil to increase wake turbulence. Swept foils and supports ensure that strings and
other debris do not accumulate on this rotor. The screen cylinder has also benefited from
recent innovation. In particular, a novel manufacturing technique has increased both the
precision and accuracy of the slot widths which is of critical importance in allowing small slots
to be used. Moreover, even for the same slot width, increased precision can provide a 5point increase in debris removal efficiency. Advanced technology is thus seen to have a
powerful impact on screen performance in a wide range of mill applications.
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Introduction
Pulp screening is an essential operation in the production of high-value pulp and paper
products, and screens are present in virtually all pulp and paper mills. Pulp screens have
screen slots as narrow as 0.10 mm and thus are able to remove a high percentage of
contaminants that would otherwise reduce paper appearance, strength, and surface quality.
Pulp and paper producers have become increasingly reliant on screening because of its
reliability, efficiency and low-cost.
Screening is used in all segments of the pulp and paper industry and its importance is
increasing because of the increasingly stringent demands for high-quality paper and board
products. The challenge of providing increasingly-higher levels of cleanliness is compounded
by the increasing quantity and variety of contaminants in recycled paper furnishes.
The basic parameters used to assess pulp screening are:
 Capacity – expressed either in terms of a volumetric or a mass-based flows, i.e.
either l/min or t/day;
 Runnability – which is a subjective quantity reflecting the ability of screens to
operate reliably even during variations in feed consistency and furnish quality;
 Efficiency – the degree of contaminant removal;
 Power – as consumed by the pulp screen rotor;
 Fiber loss – the amount of desirable fiber rejected by the final stage of the screen
system.
The two essential performance components in a pulp screen are the screen cylinder and the
screen rotor. The screen cylinder has either holes or slots. “Accept” pulp flows through these
apertures and leaves the screen through the accept port, while the oversize contaminants
and reject pulp do not pass and exit from the reject port of the screen. The screen rotor
backflushes the apertures and clears them of blockages. It also establishes the flow
conditions adjacent the screen cylinder surface that supports the screening action.
Screen apertures are intrinsic to overall performance, with aperture size being the primary
variable. Narrow slots provide the highest levels of contaminant removal, but also tend to
reduce capacity, illustrating a typical trade-off made in optimizing the screen configuration for
a particular application. The screening action that blocks the passage of contaminants from
the accept pulp can be divided into two fundamental mechanisms: “Barrier screening”
prevents the passage of oversize contaminants when they cannot fit through the apertures
regardless of their orientation. “Probability screening”, on the other hand, restricts the
passage of contaminants that could pass through the apertures if presented in a certain way,
but that tend not to pass because their size, shape or stiffness makes it difficult for the
contaminants to follow the flow streamlines through the apertures.
Small slots have been made practical through the use of contours on the feed-side of the
screen cylinder surface. Contours came into more widespread use in the 1980s and are
believed to work by: 1) streamlining the flow through the slot, 2) inducing turbulence to
disperse fiber flocs and any fibers that have accumulated at the slot entry, and 3) reducing
the potential for fibers to become immobilized at the slot entry. Like slot width, contour height
is specified according to the particular application, i.e. considering the feed pulp consistency,
pulp character, and the nature of the contaminants.
Improved rotor technology also has the potential to increase screen capacity for a given slot
size, or conversely to make smaller apertures possible without a loss of capacity. Power is
an additional consideration with rotor technology. The trade-off in some cases then becomes
one of power versus capacity (or versus minimum aperture size). There has been great
diversity in rotor designs since pressure screens were developed in the 1960s. Four common
designs are shown in Figure 1, though well over one hundred rotor designs have been used
commercially. Rotors are generally classified as either “open” or “closed” designs. Open
rotors have foils, and pulp passes on both sides of these foils. Closed rotors have a
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material that has accumulated with the aperture entry [3]. Smaller clearances between the
cylinder and rotor, and increased rotor speeds will increase this effect [4].
Fluid Activity
Large and small-scale turbulence and other forms of fluid “activity” are also
important in the removal of incipient fibre accumulations within the apertures. Fibres may
have become immobilized at the slot entry by a flow bifurcation that leads to fibre “trapping”
[5]. High-frequency flow variability at the aperture entry will destabilize the balance of forces
inherent to fibre trapping and prevent a significant accumulation of fibres. The bump rotor
(Figure 1a) is an example of a rotor that relies more on fluid activity than outright pulsations /
flow reversals given that the “land area” of each bump facing the cylinder is relatively small.
The arrangement of elements and their shapes has been used to develop fluid activity, as
seen in the modified bump rotor (Figure 1c).
Flow Field Development
The “screening zone” of pulp screen is defined as the annular
space between the rotor and screen cylinder. If the rotor did not turn, flow would enter one
end of the screening zone and pass axially through the screening zone, with the axial
velocity (i.e. the velocity upstream of an aperture) decreasing steadily as flow as drawn off
through the screen cylinder. The screen rotor, however, induces a largely circumferential flow
within the annular screening zone. Thus flow upstream of an aperture is relatively uniform
through the length of the screening zone, even as the accept flow is drawn off, because the
upstream flow is a vector sum which is dominated by the circumferential flow component.
The rotor thus provides an easily-controlled, relatively uniform , high-speed flow field ahead
of the apertures which is critical to the preferential passage of fibres to contaminants [6].
Reject Zone Pressurization
While the screen rotor provides a relatively uniform flow
field through the screening zone, the nature of screening flows causes water to flow more
easily through apertures than fibres. Pulp consistency thus increases axially as the flow
spirals towards the reject end of the screening zone [7]. Higher consistencies will lead to the
increased accumulation of fibres within the apertures between backflush pulses. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that most of the accept flow passes through the cylinder in the first third of
the screening zone. Thus, overall capacity is limited by not making full use of the remaining
two-thirds of the cylinder. The AFT GHC™ Rotor solves this problem by using angled rotor
elements to pressurize the reject-end of the screening zone, which leads to increased flow
through the latter two-thirds of the cylinder apertures and, in effect, a more balanced flow and
increased overall capacity [8]. Alternatively, instead of increased capacity, a smaller slot can
be used for a higher degree of contaminant removal. In a third approach using the GHC
Rotor technology, rotor speed can be reduced without a loss of capacity. Reduced rotor
speed is also supported by the use of an optimized element cross-section in the GHC Rotor
design [9]. Power savings in excess of 30% were found relative to some of the older rotor
designs shown in Figure 1.
Active-Pulse Rotor Technology: AFT GHC2™ Rotor
Many rotors have been developed to accentuate the strength of the pressure pulsation for
increased backflushing, or to streamline the rotor elements for reduced power consumption.
Certain other rotors have attempted to induce “fluid action” or wake turbulence to reduce any
fibre accumulations with the apertures between pulsations, as discussed above. The use of
angled elements to pressurize the reject-end of the screening zone and thus to enhance
screen performance has proved to be successful, as shown in the GHC Rotor [8].
The AFT GHC2 Rotor was developed to combine all three of the rotor mechanisms to further
enhance pulp screen performance. As with the original GHC Rotor, the GHC2 element has a
cross-section that has been optimized to provide a strong suction pulse with minimal fluid
drag (i.e. minimal power consumption). Similarly, the angled elements pressurize the reject
end of the screening zone to balance the accept flow and maximize capacity. What is
distinctive with the GHC2 design, however, is the presence of a waveform on the leading
edge of the rotor elements, as shown in Figure 2. The streamtubes shown in Figure 2a were
generated using computational fluid mechanics, and show how the flow over the element is
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2.
Figure 2

The AFT GHC2
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Pressure (kPa)

To evaluate the efffect of the PowerEdge
P
feature on the suction pulse, GHC
C and GHC
C2 rotors
A
Mod
del 400 pilott plant scree
en (400 mm
m cylinder diameter; 49
98 mm
were tessted in an Aikawa
cylinderr height). A pressure tra
ansducer was
w installed
d on the cylinder surfacce. The pressure
pulse tra
aces shown
n in Figure 3 indicate th
hat the Pow
werEdge fea
ature led to an approxim
mately
50% inccrease in the suction pulse at the same rotor speed.

3.
Figure 3
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ssure pulse traces take
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nside cylinde
er surface. Each rotor had two
rowss of two elements, thuss four rotor pulses reprresent two rotations
r
of the
rotor. The smaller pulses represent
r
diisturbancess from the adjacent row
w of
ments. The GHC2 Roto
or provided a ~50% inc
crease in su
uction pulse
e.
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me pilot plant trials sho
owed that th
he GHC2 Ro
otor consum
med slightly
y less powerr than
The sam
the GHC
C Rotor, as shown in Figure
F
4. Mo
ore significa
antly, the GH
HC2 Rotor is able to operate
at a min
nimum rotorr speed of about
a
2 m/s less than th
he GHC Ro
otor, leading
g to an enerrgy
saving o
of about 30%. Even greater saving
gs can be obtained
o
in comparison
n to compettitor and
other older-generation designss, where po
ower saving
gs can reach
h 50%, as shown
s
in Fig
gure 4.
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Anotherr importanf finding from
m the pilot plant
p
tests was
w that reje
ect thickenin
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r
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ed consisten
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ulations from
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screen runnability and
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ecially imporrtant for scrreens opeatting at high feed consisstency.
omising pilott plant results led to a program of trials in a ra
ange of milll application
ns.
The pro

Mill Case Study No.
N 1
The GH
HC2 Rotor was
w installed
d in an easttern-Canadian bleache
ed kraft mill.. In particula
ar, the
rotor wa
as installed in an Ingerssoll-Rand Model
M
210 primary
p
scre
een with a fe
eed consisttency of
2.0%. A variable-frrequency drrive was insstalled to exxplore the minimum
m
ope
erating spee
ed.
By virtue of being able
a
to operrate at ~2 m/s
m lower minimum roto
or speed, th
he GHC2 Ro
otor
d a 22% po
ower saving relative to the benchm
mark GHC Rotor,
R
with both
b
rotors being
provided
optimize
ed for minim
mum speed. The mill also benchm
marked the GHC2
G
Rotor performan
nce
against some comp
petitor rotorrs, at their existing
e
speeds, and fo
ound:




58% powerr saving verrsus Compe
5
etitor Rotor No. 1
5
55%
powerr saving verrsus Compe
etitor Rotor No. 2
4
46%
powerr saving verrsus Compe
etitor Rotor No. 3

The pulp furnish att this mill is quite abrassive with cyllinder lifetim
mes of unde
er one year. The
Edge feature
e also appe
eared to help
p reduce cyylinder wearr. While cyliinders typiccally
PowerE
show high wear ne
ear the rejecct end of the
e screening
g zone, the cylinders
c
ru
un with the GHC2
G
d a more eve
en top-to-bo
ottom wear pattern -- even
e
when operated
o
att a relativelyy high
showed
speed of
o 29 m/s. Moreover,
M
w
when
the GH
HC2 is opera
ated at a lower rotor sp
peed, one reduces
r
both the
e frequencyy and energyy of the abrrasive impaccts to furthe
er reduce wear.
w
Impactt energy
is proprrotional to th
he square of
o tip speed..

COM
MPETITOR
RO
OTORS

GHC
C
GHC2

Figure 4
4.

The superior en
nergy savings available
e from the GHC2
G
Rotor are shown
n to be
oth: 1) a red
duction in po
ower at a given rotor tip speed (“D
Drop-In
derivved from bo
Savings”) and 2)
2 the abilityy to operate
e reliabily att lower rotorr tip speedss (“Slowwn Savings””). Significan
nt savings are
a seen ag
gainst the GHC
G
Rotor, but
b
Dow
mucch greater savings are found again
nst older-sty
yle competitor rotors.

Mill Case Study No.
N 2
A secon
nd mill case
e study was made at a Central Eurropean dein
nked pulp mill.
m In this ccase, the
GHC2 R
Rotor was in
nstalled in a primary Vo
oith MSS 10/06 primarry pulp scre
eens with a 0.20
mm slott width and 0.6 m/s slo
ot velocity. The
T feed consistency was
w 3.4% an
nd the volum
metric
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reject rate was 25%. An original equipment manufacturer (OEM) rotor was operated in a
parallel primary screen with a comparable screen cylinder. The study showed:
 14% less power was consumed by the AFT GHC2 Rotor relative to the OEM rotor at
the same rotor tip speed of 18 m/s;
 the full mill production could be handled by a single screen equiped with a GHC2
Rotor operating at a tip speed of 18 m/s, enabling the second screen to be shut
down and thus saving 43% in energy costs as well as additional maintenance costs;
 stickies removal increased by 8 percentage points for the screen equipped with the
AFT GHC2 Rotor relative to the OEM rotor at the same nominal mill operating
conditions (including equivalent mass reject rates).

GHC2 Applications
The GHC2 has been installed in a range of mill applications including OCC, kraft and deink
pulp mills including screens as large as the M1600 Centrisorter (~1.2 m diameter). Some
selected installations are shown in Table 1.
Table 1.

Selected GHC2 installations.

Country

Furnish

Position

Screen Model

Principal Benefits

Canada

SWK

Primary

IR 210

22% energy savings

Finland

HWK

Primary

Ahlrstrom M1600

33% energy savings

Finland

SWK

Secondary

Ahlstrom M800

Reduced dP by 12 kPa

Germany

DIP

Primary

Voith MSS 10/06

43% energy savings

USA

SWK

Primary

IR 212

Improved runnability

Canada

OCC

Primary

KBC PS30

Increased capacity by 15%

Finland

SWK

Primary

Ahlstrom F6R

20% energy savings
Increased efficiency1

Finland

SWK

Secondary

Ahlstrom F4

27% energy savings
Increased efficiency2

Finland

SWK

Tertiary

Ahlstrom F2

9% energy savings

1
2

Reduced slot width from 0.27 mm to 0.20 mm.
Reduced slot width from 0.30 mm to 0.20 mm

Some general guidelines ave been developed from mill studies and pilot plant work to
understand how the GHC2 benefits mill operations. Table 2 summarizes these benefits
relative to the performance of AFT’s GHC Rotor under two possible scenarios: one where the
mill simply substitutes the rotor at the same operating speed, and the other where the rotor
tip speed is decreased by 2 m/s to take advantage of the GHC2 Rotor’s more effective rotor
action. Thus one can, for example, obtain an ~30% power savings from a lower tip speed, or
substantially increase debris removal possible by operating with a smaller slot, as two of the
many possible strategies available by using a GHC2 Rotor with PowerEdge technology.
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Benefits obtaine
ed the the GHC2
G
Roto
or relative to
o the GHC Rotor
R
underr
perating sce
enarios.
two possible op
Same Tip S
Speed

2 m/s Lower Tip Speed

Energy

~

30%
3
less

Thickening Factor

0.4 lesss

0.2 less

Cylinder / Rotor
R
Lifetime
e

=

~ 20 to
t 30% longe
er

Pressure Differential

7 kPa le
ess

=

Maximum Slot Velocityy

20% higher

10
0% higher

M
Maximum Fee
ed Consisten
ncy

0.5% hig
gher

=

D
Debris Remo
oval Efficienccy1

=

=

Debris Remo
oval Efficienccy
(using sm
maller slots)

substantiallyy higher

higher

at the
t same mass
m
reject rate

String-R
Resistant Rotor
R
Tech
hnology: AFT
A EPX™ Rotor
As the world’s larg
gest supplie
er of perforrmance com
mponents fo
or pulp scre
eens, AFT offers a
of designs to
t suit the particular
p
ne
eeds of pullp mills glob
bally. Mills typically usse a foilrange o
type (o
open) rotor in screenss located immediatelyy upstream
m of the papermachin
ne. This
minimizzes the posssibilty of pressure
p
pu
ulsations fro
om the scrreen passin
ng to the headbox,
h
which w
would result in basis weight
w
variations. Cerrtain mills use
u
the same screen for fine
screenin
ng of the pulp. If th
his pulp iss heavily contaminan
c
nted with debris
d
and stringy
contaminants, ope
erating prob
blems can result.
r
Trad
ditional foil-type rotors offer a nu
umber of
a
and build up, includin
ng on the foils
f
themse
elves. In
surfacess where strrings can accumulate
some m
mills, the accumulation of the debrris can be significant,
s
as shown in Figure 5, and the
contaminants will ja
am between
n the rotor and
a cylinder, causing the
t screen to
t stop.

5.
Figure 5

Strin
ngy contaminants can hang up on
n the rotor fo
oils and form
m into large
er
clum
mps which have
h
the pottential to jam
m between the cylinde
er and rotor..

The AFT
T EPX™ Ro
otor was de
eveloped sp
pecifically fo
or such diffic
cult applications and itss key
featuress are shown
n in Figure 6.
6 The EPX
X Rotor is a foil-type rottor so as to minimize any
pressurre pulsations
s that could
d be transmitted downsstream, as discussed
d
previously.
p
T
The
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thick foil cross-secttion provide
es effective pulsations and wake turbulence to
t clear anyy
ulated fibres
s from the screen aperttures. The foils
f
are staggered to distribute
d
strresses
accumu
on the sscreen cylin
nder and to develop some degree of fluid action.
The “sw
wept” feature
es of the EP
PX Rotor arre distinctive
e and are particularly
p
important to
o
ensuring
g the good runnabilty of
o this rotor with highly--contaminated furnishe
es. The foil itself is
inclined relative to the rotor axxis so that any
a strings that
t
impinge
e on the foill edge will slide
s
he foil and be
b released from the en
nd of the foil. The supp
port arms fo
or the foils are
a set
along th
at an an
ngle of 105 degrees fro
om the rotorr core as sh
hown in Figu
ure 6. String
gs that impiinge on
the support arms will
w likewise move along
g the arm and be relea
ased. In this
s way, there
e are no
ns for stringss to build up
p on the rottor.
location

Figure 6
6.

AFT
T’s EPX Rottor (above left), feature
es swept foils and supp
port arms (a
above
right) ensure th
here are no sites for strrings or othe
er debris to accumulate.

An accu
urate rotor-c
cylinder clea
arance is prrovided by the
t dual-arm
m system fo
or supportin
ng the
rotor foils. The bacckflushing pulse created
d by the rottor foil will be
b significan
ntly diminish
hed by
essively larg
ge gap [4]. Measureme
M
ents of the clearance
c
in
n an industrial screen (Figure
an exce
7) show
w that the EP
PX Rotor ha
as rotor-cyliinder cleara
ances consiistently betw
ween 2.5 an
nd 3.5
mm. In contrast, cle
earances fo
or an older-sstyle OEM rotor were measured
m
in
n the same screen
e from 1.5 to
o 7.0 mm. These
T
large clearances
s would lead
d to a greattly
and found to range
hed backflushing action
n. There are
e anecdotal reports of cylinders becoming plu
ugged
diminish
in regions that corrrespond to the
t location
n of these la
arge clearan
nces.
uccessful in solving plu
ugging and runnability
r
p
problems
in
na
The EPX Rotor hass proven su
s demonstra
ated by the following exxample:
numberr of mills, as

Mill Case Study No.
N 3
The AFT
T EPX Roto
or was insta
alled at in a Metso TL450 primary headbox sc
creen in a
Europea
an OCC mill. The feed consistenccy was 1.3%
% and the sc
creen cylind
der had 0.15
5 mm
slots. Th
he screen had
h previously been op
perating with
h an OEM Helical
H
Foil Rotor, but h
had
suffered
d for a numb
ber of yearss with plugg
ging problem
ms and a hig
gh feed-acccept pressu
ure
differential. Installa
ation of the AFT
A
EPX Rotor
R
elmina
ated the stringing and plugging
p
pro
oblems.
al decrease
ed. The mill is now able
e to run the screen relia
ably and without
Pressurre differentia
interrup
ption. The mill
m also repo
orted improv
ved top-laye
er cleanline
ess.
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DOUBLE-EN
D
NDED
SUPPOR
RT

AFT EPX (UV
V400)

SINGL
LE-ENDED SUPPORT
S
(CANTILEV
VER)
Voith Multifoil

Roto
or – Cylinder Cllearance (mm)

Figure 7
7.

The
e double-end
ded supporrt for the scrreen foil in the
t AFT EP
PX Rotor led
d to a
morre consisten
nt rotor-cylin
nder clearan
nce than the
e single-end
ded supporrt found
in a competitorr rotor. A mo
ore consiste
ent clearancce leads to a more con
nsistent
otor pulse and
a better sccreen runna
ability.
and effective ro

High Slo
ot-Precision
n Cylinder Technology:
T
: AFT Macro
oFlow2
Enhancced slot preccision signifficantly benefits screen
n performan
nce. Traditio
onal manufa
acturing
processses use welds, glue, rivveting or rollling to conn
nect the wires to the su
upport struccture.
The standard devia
ation of slott widths is tyypically in th
he range off 10 to 15 microns.
m
Morre
ed manufaccturing techniques, with
h state-of-th
he-art laser cutting, cylinders mad
de inadvance
the-roun
nd, and nov
vel wire-ring
g locking tecchniques ha
ave reduced
d the standa
ard deviatio
on below
10 micro
ons. The AF
FT MacroFllow2 cylinde
er (Figure 8)
8 is an exam
mple of thiss.
Great ca
are is taken
n in selecting the appro
opriate slot width
w
and contour
c
type
e. Some ind
dividual
wires arre shown in Figure 9, with
w their sh
hape definin
ng the conto
our and the minimum spacing
between
n them defining the slo
ot. Slot width
h is typicallyy specified as small ass possible, and
a thus
to have the highestt level of de
ebris remova
al while stilll providing adequate
a
sccreen capacity.
ed slot widtth variabilityy will lead to
o more unde
ersized and
d oversized slots. Unde
ersized
Increase
slots will tend to plu
ug with pulp
p, causing a reduction of screen capacity
c
– or alternative
ely, the
an-ideal slo
ot being spe
ecified to avoid the
possibility of underrsized slots will lead to a larger-tha
acity. More oversized
o
s
slots
increasse the possibilities for contaminan
c
nts to
critical loss of capa
der and into
o the accept pulp.
pass thrrough the screen cylind
Screen cylinders are typically designed with
w all the slots
s
having
g the same width.
w
Some
e
n in slot wid
dth exists, however,
h
an
nd it comes from a rang
ge of source
es: The
variation
wedgew
wires themsselves are tyypically form
med by a rolling processs and can vary
v
slightlyy in
width. T
The methods used to in
nstall wedge
ewires in the support riings during cylinder
manufacture will also lead to some
s
slot width
w
variatio
on. For example, the process
p
of cutting
c
port rings iss, to some degree,
d
imp
perfect whetther it is bassed on lasers or
notchess in the supp
machine
e tools. App
plying a laye
er of glue (a
also known as “metal bonding”)
b
will introduce
e
variability. In constructions wh
here the wire
es are weld
ded to support rings, th
he heat of welding
w
oduce addittional variab
bility into the
e wire spacing and slott width. Som
me designs involve
will intro
cutting tthe notches
s and installling the wire
es while the
e screening “mat” is flatt and additio
onal
variability is introdu
uced when tthe mat of the
t wires an
nd support structure
s
is rolled into a
n after the cylinder
c
in in
nstalled in the
t mill proccess, contaminants succh as
cylinderr. Also, even
glass an
nd sand can
n erode the slot width and
a lead to not only wider slots bu
ut also more
e
variable
e slot widthss, with both factors lead
ding to redu
uced screen
n efficiency..
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The AFT Macro
oFlow2 wed
dgewire cylinder is show
wn on the le
eft, with a sseries of
port rings ho
olding the wedge
w
wiress that define
e the slots. A close-up of the
supp
interrior (feed-side) of the cylinder
c
is at the right.

150 mm

9.
Figure 9

Closse-up image
es of individ
dual wire cro
oss-sections. Two slotss are shown
n in the
imag
ge on the le
eft and the close-up
c
of a single slo
ot is shown in the inset at the
rightt. A layer off chrome is apparent on the top off the wire, which
w
has be
een
appllied for wea
ar protection
n. The nomiinal slot wid
dth is 150 mm,
m which iss
defin
ned by the minimum
m
w
width
in the “throat”
“
of th
he slot.

The varriation of slo
ot width can
n be expresssed as a no
ormal (i.e. Gaussian)
G
distribution which
w
is
characte
erized by a mean (w) and
a standarrd deviation
n (s) with 95
5% of slot widths
w
falling
g within
a range
e of + 2s of
o the mean. Some typ
pical slot width distributions are sh
hown in Figure 10
which demonstrate
e the practiccal impact of
o variationss in the mea
an (accuracyy) and standard
on (precision
n). A measu
ure of accurracy is given as m*, wh
hich is the difference
d
between
deviatio
the targ
get width and the mean
n. Cylinder A has a mea
an of 135 mm,
m which iss 15 mm be
elow the
target slot width of 150 mm (m
mediocre acccuracy) and
d has slot widths
w
ranging mainly frrom 105
to 165 m
mm (medioccre precisio
on). Some of
o the slots in Cylinder A are so sm
mall that they may
be prone to blinding. Cylinder B represen
nts somethin
ng close to an ideal slo
ot width disttribution,
uracy (its me
ean matche
es the 150 micron
m
targe
et) and veryy good preccision,
with exccellent accu
with the
e range of slot width exxtending from
m about 110 to 150 mm
m. Cylinderr C is the wo
orst of
the thre
ee cylinders with poor a
accuracy (m
m* = 25 mm)) and precis
sion (s = 25
5 mm ).
Table 3 provides a summary of
o some bro
ochure claim
ms and actu
ual measure
ements mad
de for a
al screen cyylinders. Lim
mitations in traditional manufacturi
m
ing processses,
numberr of industria
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based on
o the use of
o welds, glu
ue or rolling
g, will comm
monly lead to
o standard deviations of
o about
15 mm. Some inex
xpensive, co
ommodity-grade cylinders have evven higher levels
l
of sta
andard
deviatio
on. Converssely, more advanced
a
m
manufacturin
ng technique
es, with state-of-the-arrt laser
cutting, cylinders made
m
in-the--round, and
d novel wire-ring locking
g technique
es, as seen in
Flow2 have reduced variability in slot
s width to standard deviation
d
values below 10 mm.
MacroF

CYLINDER B

C
CYLINDER
A
CYLLINDER C

Slott Width (m
mm)
10.
Figure 1

Slot size distrib
bution for thrree cylinderrs (left): Cyllinder B is close
c
to the ideal
w
Cylinde
ers A (m* = -15 mm; s = 15 mm) and C
(m* = 0 mm; s = 7 mm), while
(m* = 25 mm; s = 25 mm) suffer from
m poor accuracy and prrecision. The
conccepts of acccuracy and precision are shown in
n the figure on the rightt.

Table 3.

S width precision
Slot
p
forr some industrial screen cylinders.

Manufacturer

Advertised Standard
Deviation

Measured Sta
M
andard
Deviation

Advancced Wedgewiire

-

8 mm

Conventional Rolle
ed
Wedgewire

10 – 14 mm

15 – 20 mm
m

Conven
ntional Rivete
ed
Wedgewire

10 mm

10 – 16 mm
m

Clampe
ed Wedgewirre

12 mm

14 mm

Conve
entional Notch
Welded Wedgewire
e

12 mm

15 mm

Low-En
nd Wedgewirre

-

20 mm

It is selff-evident tha
at increased
d slot width variability and
a more ovversize slotts will lead to
t more
oversize
e contamina
ants passing to the scrreen acceptts and a dec
crease in co
ontaminant
removal efficiency. The more substantial issue is the
e quantitativ
ve relationship between
n slot
on and debrris removal e
efficiency, which
w
was the
t subject of a study by
b Gooding et al.
precisio
[10]. The first part of
o the studyy was theore
etical. Conttaminant an
nd fibre size distribution
ns were
odelled by log-normal
l
distributions
s. The analysis assum
med:
each mo
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Slot velocity is equ
ual for all slo
ots; flow thro
ough each slot is propo
ortional to itts width.
mall slots will plug, whicch follows o
on the assum
mption that the nomina
al slot
Very sm
width was
w chosen to
t be as sm
mall as posssible to achieve the gre
eatest efficie
ency.
The “plu
ug-flow mod
del” [7] appllies to flow though the screen, which predictss axial
changes in debris levels,
l
cons
sistency, fib
bre length distribution, etc.
e
elihood of co
ontaminantss passing th
hrough a pa
articular slott is proportional to
The like
the amo
ount of flow through tha
at slot and thus
t
to the width
w
of the
e particular slot.
s
Contam
minant removal is determined only by barrier screening.
s
P
Passage
is thus
determined by a simple comparison of co
ontaminant size to slot width.
assage is determined by
b probability screening. Since slo
ot velocity and
a the
Fibre pa
upstream velocity ((driven by th
he rotor) is the same in
n all slots, passage
p
varries only
er length an
nd slot width
h.
with fibe

Contam
minants and slots both have
h
a rang
ge of contam
minant sizess (x) and slo
ot widths (w
w).
Efficienccy and conssistency cha
anges (e.g. thickening factor) are calculated by integratiing the
distributtions over all
a particle-ssize classes
s and slot widths. The benefit
b
of im
mproved slot
precisio
on is shown in Figure 11, which sh
hows the inccrease in effficiency witth reduced
standarrd deviation. A low-end cylinder wiith a standa
ard deviation
n of 20 micrrons has a debris
removal efficiency of 75%. Re
educing the standard deviation to 15 microns (representa
ative of
al wedgewire
e cylinder circa
c
2010) increases efficiency
e
to 81%. A furrther increasse in
a typica
efficienccy, to 86%, comes from
m the use of a state-of--the-art cylin
nder, such as the AFT
MacroF
Flow2 with a 7 micron standard
s
deviation. Thu
us one sees
s the potenttial for an
improve
ement of 5 percentage
p
points in effficiency by increasing slot precision.
An expe
erimental sttudy, using a small indu
ustrial pulp screen in a pilot plant setting, was made
to confirrm the theo
oretical analysis. Two screen
s
cylind
der configurations, which varied in
n slot
precisio
on, were tessted to see how
h
improvved slot preccision would
d affect scre
een perform
mance,
and in particular
p
the thickening
g factor and
d contamina
ant removall efficiency.

Figure 1
11.

A th
heoretical asssessment of slot precision (i.e. sttandard devviation) on
conttaminant re
emoval efficiency for a range of slo
ot widths. The contaminant
size
e distribution
n has a mea
an of 175 m and standard deviattion of 40 m
m.

Tests were
w
made using
u
a Belo
oit MR-8 pu
ulp screen at
a the Pulp and
a Paper Centre
C
of Th
he
Universsity of British
h Columbia. The furnissh for the tria
al was a 50
0-50 blend of
o reslushed
d market
hardwoo
od and softtwood kraft pulps with a length-we
eighted averrage fiber le
ength of 1.4
43 mm.
The fee
ed consisten
ncy to the pulp screen was
w 1%. Pu
ulp was see
eded with bllack polyeth
hylene
specks that had pa
assed throug
gh 0.3 mm (300 mm) wide
w
openin
ngs.
An AFT
T EP™ Roto
or was opera
ated at a tip
p speed of 12
1 m/s in th
hese trials. Two
T
cylinde
er
configurrations were
e created frrom a single
e cylinder th
hat had a 0.15 mm nom
minal slot width, 3.2
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mm wire
e width and
d 0.9 mm co
ontour heigh
ht. The initia
al slot width
h distribution
n had a stan
ndard
deviatio
on of 12 mm
m. Following
g a first trial,, the slot wid
dth distributtion was ma
ade worse by
b
hammering a wedg
ge into a specific numb
ber of slots causing
c
the
e wires to de
eform, incre
easing
edged slot, and
a reducin
ng slot width
h in the two adjacent sllots. The sta
andard
the widtth of the we
deviatio
on of the slo
ot width distribution thus became 21
2 mm. This
s approach ensured that the
average
e slot width,, the wire sh
hape and to
otal open arrea remaine
ed exactly th
he same. A second
trial wass then run with
w the mod
dified cylind
der.
For eacch trial, the slot
s velocityy was mainttained at 1.0
0 m/s. Feed
d, accept an
nd reject pulp
sampless were colle
ected at four volumetric
c reject ratio
os (20%, 30
0%, 40%, 50%) for
consiste
ency and co
ontaminant testing. Contaminant measureme
m
ents were made
m
by preparing
handshe
eets and ussing image analysis
a
to determine the
t numberr and size of
o contamina
ants.
Consistent with the
eoretical esttimates, thic
ckening facctor was nott much affeccted by the change
dard deviatio
on. The imp
pact on scre
een efficiency is shown
n in Figure 12.
1 Accurate
in stand
measurrements of contaminan
c
t levels are difficult to obtain
o
– eve
en in pilot plant
p
setting
gs with
artificial contamina
ants seeded into the pu
ulp. To deal with the va
ariability, the
e approach taken in
dy was to make
m
measu
urements att a series off reject ratio
os and to fit a curve to the data
this stud
using a “least-squa
ared” metho
od and a curve form ba
ased on the plug-flow model:
m

metric rejecct ratios, and
d PC and PP are
where E is efficienccy, RM and RV are masss and volum
the passsage ratios for contam
minants and pulp [7].
As expe
ected, the screen cylind
der configuration with the
t lower am
mount of slo
ot width varriability
was fou
und to have the higher contaminan
nt removal efficiency.
e
A a typical reject
At
r
ratio of 25%,
the benefit of the im
mproved slo
ot precision is seen to be
b 8 percen
ntage pointss, which is
ent with the theoretical estimates shown
s
in Fiigure 11.
consiste

Origina
al Cylinder

Modified Cylinder
C

Figure 1
12.

The
e impact of improved slot precision
n on debris removal effficiency, witth the
original cylinde
er (s = 12 m) having about
a
8 perccentage points higher
efficciency than the modifie
ed (s = 22 m
mm) cylinde
er.

The find
dings provid
de clear and
d quantitativve evidence
e of the valu
ue of improv
ved slot pre
ecision,
with advvanced scre
een cylinder constructio
on, such ass the AFT MacroFlow2
M
, providing an
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improvement in contaminant removal efficiency of about 5 percentage points without
compromising capacity or any other screen performance parameter.

Conclusions
The AFT GHC2 Rotor, EPX Rotor and MacroFlow2 cylinder represent examples of how
advanced technology can be used to enhance screen operation. The GHC2 Rotor is of
general use. It can be used to provide reduced power, increased contaminant removal and
higher capacity. The EPX Rotor is designed to enable good runnability with highlycontaminated furnishes that require a foil-type rotor. The MacroFlow2 cylinder provides more
uniform slot widths, which benefits contaminant removal efficiency without compromising
capacity. This equipment reflects the ongoing application of theoretical tools, plus practical
mill knowledge, to develop technology that improves pulp screen systems.
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